
DCS Delivers Industry Leading Insertion Loss Standards 
for Today’s High Performance Data Center 

As speed and bandwidth requirements for today’s enterprise applications climb higher, link loss budgets have become 
exponentially smaller. Understanding the protocol specific link loss budget applicable for each of the data center 
environments, along with the demands they put on the fibre optic connectivity infrastructure, is essential to ensure 
today’s speeds and feeds are attained. Crucial to the success of the fibre optic connectivity infrastructure for all data 
center environments is the quality of the fiber, the quality of the connector, and above all, the quality of the assemblies. 
This is why DCS chooses only the highest quality materials and maintains ISO 9001 certification. DCS leads the industry 
in keeping up with the link loss budgets set forth by IEEE for 10Gb/40Gb/100Gb Ethernet and FCIA for 16Gb/32Gb fibre 
channel, ensuring our fiber assemblies exceed current TIA standards. 

DCS currently has one of the lowest connector loss standards in the market today.  This allows us to provide 
quality structured cabling solutions to our customers whether they are using 16Gb Fibre Channel or 40Gb 
Ethernet.

The enhanced testing standards are shown below:

Connector DCS Factory Terminated 
Max (dB) Loss

TIA-568-C.3 (dB) 
Loss Standard

Multimode LC 0.15 0.75
Multimode MTP 0.25 0.75
Singlemode LC 0.25 0.75

Singlemode MTP 0.35 0.75

      DCS Quality Assurance- Leading the Industry
      with Best In Class Connectivity Solutions 

      Lower loss levels help ensure future compatibility with new bandwidths
      and technologies as they are developed.  Although fibre optics provides
      the greatest longevity of any cabling system, newer standards and
      higher bandwidths required may limit the length and path that a 
      structured cabling system can have and will certainly require a lower
      overall link insertion loss.
 

      With over a decade of experience designing and installing best in class
      fibre optic connectivity and structured cabling products and solutions,   
      DCS’ new industry leading dB Loss standards are one more way we’re 
      able to maintain a true structured connectivity solution with needed 
      manageability, flexibility, and scalability while keeping within link loss 
      budgets. 

      DCS’ quality assurance process includes testing EVERY individual fiber
      and archiving results.  Manufacturing and testing is performed in our 
      state-of-the-art facility located in Dallas, TX.  DCS requires connector 
      and fiber test results to meet or exceed TIA-942 Standard before any 
      product is shipped, and mandates testing on each connector, and every
      jumper or trunk manufactured. A second level of certification is also
      required when components are installed by our expert services team.   
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About Data Center Systems (DCS)

Data Center Systems (DCS) designs, manufactures, and installs structured fibre 
connectivity solutions for enterprise class data center, network, large SAN & 
Mainframe environments. As innovators in this space we specialize in fibre 

infrastructure, simplifying one of the greatest challenges faced by those charged with 
oversight of these complex environments, managing and documenting 

end-to-end connections for every port in the data center. 
 

DCS customers realize higher levels of productivity, significantly reducing the time 
associated with moves, additions, and changes while dramatically cutting the 

risk of IT induced downtime and unplanned outages by isolating 
active equipment from this change activity. 

Many of the world’s largest financial, telecommunications, and retail 
organizations partner with DCS to build, manage, grow and 

evolve their mission critical data center sites.   


